**Vienna Talks at Risk of Impasse Due to U.S. Intrusiveness**

---

**Leader: a new era has begun in Iran’s foreign policy**

TEHRAN — A senior military advisor to the Leader of the Islamic Revolution said on Monday that a new era has begun in the life of the Islamic Republic.

“The policy of cooperation with the East and comprehensive development with China and Russia has led to the inactivation of Western enemies and regional rivals,” Major General Ruhollah Safavi told the National Conference on Iran and Neighbors.

As Iran is preparing to celebrate the victory of the 1979 Islamic Revolution, Iran has become an undeniable regional power, the general remarked.

He added, “The theoretical concept and policy of Iran’s neighborhood policy is how we want to draw up and plan our strategy of political, military, security, tourism, academic and environment with each of the neighboring countries in the next 20 years.”

Safavi said such a policy will make Iran’s understanding and interests, achieve sustainable development, and counter threats.

---

**Iran book their place at 2023 World Men’s Handball Championship**

TEHRAN — Iran booked their place at the 2023 World Men’s Handball Championship with a heroic performance against Kuwait on Monday.

With a total score of 44-69, the victory was Iran’s first in the World Men’s Handball Championship for the first time since 2015 in Qatar.

The r owers prepare for the 2022 Asian Games in Hangzhou, China.

---

**New traces of Neanderthal sites discovered in northcentral Iran**

TEHRAN — A team of archaeologists has discovered new traces of Neanderthal sites during its intensive field survey conducted on vast areas of barren lands in Eyvanekey, northcentral Iran.

Led by Iranian archaeologist Seyyed Miod Hashemi, the team has found a considerable number of stone tools, some of which underwent laboratory examinations, ILNA reported.

“This survey was conducted in an area of about 890 square kilometers to identify distribution patterns of possible Paleolithic sites and examine the traditions of ancient toolmaking in the western region of Semnan province,” Hashemi said.

The team conducted a survey in an area of about 890 square kilometers to identify distribution patterns of possible Paleolithic sites and examine the traditions of ancient toolmaking in the western region of Semnan province, Hashemi said.

---

**Ruholamin creates new painting on birth of Fatima (SA) in live stream**

TEHRAN — Fans watched from their homes as artist Hassan Ruholamin created his new work in the birth of Maryam (SA) in a program live-streamed online on his Instagram.

The untold work created over two consecutive days, was unveiled by Ruholamin’s supporters and enthusiasts for free. The platform also provided a live stream for the program.

The painting shows the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) and the daughter of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW). He also invited the audience to participate in the live painting session.

---

**Gun violence epidemic surges in Biden’s first year**

Gun violence prevention advocates were hopeful a year ago that the Biden presidency would make progress on gun control. Instead, during his first year in office, they are feeling disappointed and frustrated.

According to the Gun Violence Archives, during Joe Biden’s first year as president, the U.S. saw a total of 44,689 gun-related deaths in 2021.

In comparison, there were 15,727 deaths in 2017 during former President Donald Trump’s first year in the White House.

Traditionally Republicans supported gun lobby groups oppose any firearm reulatgs. This is while Democrats generally support stronger gun regulations and reform.

However, analysts say Trump left a toxic environment behind that saw the spread of COVID-19 in the initial host country, Iran.

---

**Iran Meteorological Organization (IMO) in collaboration with the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) conducted an operational zone monitoring of coastal, offshore, and international waters**
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Iran FM: Saudi Arabia must decide on reopening embassies

Amir Abdollahian doesn’t rule out possibility of direct talks with U.S. in Vienna

TEHRAN — Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif met with his Saudi counterpart, Faisal bin Farhan, in Vienna on Monday for the first time in 16 years as the United States and Iran prepare for potentially historic talks in the Austrian capital this week. Zarif said he reaffirmed Iran’s demand that the United States recognize the Islamic Republic as a partner and not a “terrorist entity.”

During a press conference after the meeting, Zarif said that while Iran is ready for direct talks with the United States, it is up to the Americans to decide if they want to talk without third parties.

“I do not think we are excluding direct talks if the U.S. is ready for it,” Zarif said. “What is important is that both countries should show their willingness to negotiate and reach a solution that is fair and mutual.”

The meeting comes as the U.S. is preparing to return to the 2015 Iran nuclear deal after announcing its withdrawal from the agreement last year. Iran has also been pushing for direct talks with the United States, but has so far refused to do so.

Zarif said that Iran is ready to negotiate on all issues, including the region, Iran’s nuclear program, and its military activities.

“I believe that both sides are ready for direct talks and we are ready to continue our negotiations with the Americans in Vienna,” Zarif said. “We are ready to discuss any issue that is on the agenda.”

The meeting comes after Iran’s foreign minister, Mohammad Javad Zarif, met with his Russian counterpart, Sergey Lavrov, in Moscow last week to discuss the situation in Afghanistan and the prospects for a diplomatic solution.

Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif met with his Saudi counterpart, Faisal bin Farhan, in Vienna on Monday for the first time in 16 years as the United States and Iran prepare for potentially historic talks in the Austrian capital this week. Zarif said he reaffirmed Iran’s demand that the United States recognize the Islamic Republic as a partner and not a “terrorist entity.”
Iranian lawmaker said Iran is seeking to make a win-win deal at the Vienna talks. While Iran remains focused on getting a verification and guarantees in the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).

One such issue is the verification process related to Iran's removal of tensions along the course of the Vienna talks given that all sanctions on Iran have been lifted. Mahmoud Abbaszadeh Meshkini, spokesman for the Islamic Republic's foreign ministry, said that all sanctions on the Islamic Republic of Iran have been removed.

The Islamic Republic is looking for a win-win agreement, and it looks like we will reach a win-win agreement. The Islamic Republic is looking for a win-win agreement.

The lawmaker said the Islamic Republic has gone through maximum sanctions. Of course, the people were under a lot of livelihood pressures, but the Islamic Republic knows its purpose, so it is not affected by their pressures.
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TEHRAN - Iran’s former OPEC Governor Mohammad Ali Khataeib had said strengthening energy cooperation between Iran and Russia is going to be a priority in the country’s foreign plans and is likely to become a regular event in international forums like OPEC+. Shana reported Mohammad Ali Khataeib that said Iran and Russia pursue common goals in international energy forums such as OPEC+ and the Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF), adding that increasing bilateral cooperation between the two countries could lead to closer positions of both countries in these important areas.

Pertaining to the establishment of a joint risk management hedge fund between Iran and Russia, the Chinese companies to cooperate with each other, Khataeib said: “The presence of Russian public and private companies in the Iranian oil industry and visa versa can be fruitful.”

Emphasizing that the presidents of Iran and Russia have repeatedly stressed the need for boosting the volume of trade between the two countries, he said: “According to the president of the Islamic Republic of Iran, the level of cooperation between the two countries should reach $10 billion annually, which requires more support and follow-up by governments.”

He mentioned the uniqueness of Iranian manufacturers and companies about the political, cultural, legal, and economic structure of Russia as one of the challenges facing Iran-Russia trade development and said: “In recent years, the shares of large Russian companies active in the oil industry have been increased and the number of Russian and Iranian companies should consider such cases in the cooperation with the mentioned companies.”

“Cooperation with Russia and China in the oil industry can become a model for other countries such as the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), and the independent countries in South America to cooperate with Iran,” he added.

From page 1: “Some 654 meters of oil, gas and petrochemical products, 171,000 tons of lube cut, 415,000 tons of vacuum bottom, 490,000 tons of coke, 500 tons of lead, 42 tons of sponge iron, 217 tons of iron ore, 241,000 tons of sponge iron, 35,090 tons of aluminum, 133,340 tons of zinc, 26,911 tons of copper, 630 tons of molybdenum concentrate, 500 tons of coke, 50 tons of coal, 62 tons of various metal concentrates, 23 tons of gold bars.

On its agricultural trading floor, the exchange saw offering of 50 kg of saffron strands.

In worth noting that the IME also played host to trade of 4,899 tons of commodities on its biggest market.

The value of trades has decreased by about 5 percent in recent years and exports have increased by 10 percent. A big problem is that the industrial capacities have received less attention.

The official further noted that Iran’s imports have reduced by 5 percent in recent years and exports have increased by 10 percent. A big problem is that the industrial capacities have received less attention.

“Third obstacle is the lack of a basic trade platform, including a preferential trade agreement between the two countries. Such agreements are the main obstacle in the way of developing economic relations between the two countries. We do not have any agreements with Brazil, and this issue should be on the agenda of the two countries. The eyes of the world are focused in great positive changes in the level of trade,” he added.

TEHRAN - The Iranian-Chinese Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Mines and Petrochemicals (ICCIMA) has proposed to establish a logistics center in Istanbul’s southeastern part in order to increase the transit of its commodities through Iran’s Islamic Republic of Iran’s Oil Company (NIDC) dug 62 oil, gas wells in 10 months

TEHRAN – Iran’s former OPEC Governor Mohammad Ali Khataeib has said that strengthening energy cooperation between Iran and Russia is going to be a priority in the country’s foreign plans and is likely to become a regular event in international forums like OPEC+. Shana reported Mohammad Ali Khataeib as saying: “Brazil has always been an attractive market for us in兜疫情影响，矿石、原材料、食品等巴西的商品是中国市场的热门选择。巴西大豆、牛肉、糖、咖啡等产品受到中国消费者的欢迎。巴西大豆占中国大豆进口市场的20%以上，牛肉在中国牛肉进口市场中占比超过20%。巴西也是中国最大的咖啡进口来源国。巴西的农产品在中国市场上的受欢迎程度，对中国消费者来说，不仅意味着更加丰富的选择，还能享受到更加优质的产品。巴西农产品的进口，不仅满足了中国市场的消费需求，也促进了巴西国内农业经济的发展。巴西农产品在中国市场的表现，是中巴合作的一个缩影，展示了两国合作的广阔前景。"
NATO has long made Russia uneasy, Columbia University professor says

“The Europeans will follow Washington’s lead in dealing with Russia”

From page 1  ▶️  On the other hand, Russian intelligence is severely concerned that the U.S. will clandestinely deploy strike weapons on NATO’s soil without its permission, which it views as a serious misstep. The Russian government must be prepared for how firepower the Russians can use in such a scenario, which could turn into a bloody fight.

There will be no military clash with the U.S. and NATO. It is sure that the U.S. will have to respond with sanctions and media coverage of so-called “anti-missile stripping” in Russia. Russia, however, is seriously concerned that the U.S. may use these sanctions and media coverage to strangle the channels of dialogue and communication.

The statement is the reason Russia has been the impact of the situation between NATO members.

It is much better than the dialogue that the U.S. will have. It returned closer to normal, and Russia has been the issue of effective changes.

What will be the results of any new military actions between NATO and Russia? Do you predict other antagonists will come to be engaged in the conflict?

This could affect how China deals further with Taiwan, and Biden could be involved in the situation.

In comparison with the U.S., I think there will be some very early days of the October Crisis of 1962, which did not yield results.

Critics say Biden can turn to executive orders to promote his policies in matters where the follow-up isn’t enough. Support is said to be being pursued in the attempt to start a first-rate campaign for the gun violence. Critics observe views as a lack of leadership.

Analysts also say despite some attempts to go around Congress, the president has not made a White House environment dedicated to tackling gun violence.

Dr. Joseph Garin, a gun reform advocate says “having that in the White House reform would be a way to help,” and will allow some time to focus on the issue.

Nevertheless, many senior American officials in consecutive U.S. administrations are influenced by the powerful lobbyist group, the National Rifle Association, which advocates for the right to bear arms.

The NRA has seen another record rise in its membership numbers and many politicians on the lobby group’s payroll don’t want to lose those voters.

A statement from M40, founded by survivors of the 2018 mass shooting at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Florida, said: “Gun violence is a for-profit and has the willing acceptance of the people against the population’s will, though.

Finally, unlike defense which uses the absolute minimum of effective defensive force is permissible, and peace is always preferable.

How are Daesh ideological killing people in America is inevitable.

Martyrdom is praised by Qur’an, but it is not allowed to kill anyone who is not a Muslim, not a soldier, or an enemy soldier who surrenders, run away, or refuse to fight against God, or to destroy natural resources, animals, trees, or in infrastructure (collateral damage), as well as use weapons of mass destruction. Only the absolute minimum of effective defense force is permissible, and peace is always preferable.
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What are the differences between Daesh and other terrorist groups?

But on the campaign trail, his successor will need to take concrete measures to ensure the horizon for the people. Do you think Biden will have a clear strategy for this?

Marc Levin, the co-founder of Right on Crime and a conservative criminal justice reform advocate thinks “they negotiated it in good faith, and it’s unfortunate that it didn’t yield results.”
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President Biden has lent his support for the efforts of the American people in such a clash?

What is the role of leadership in such a clash?

In the past, the Prophet of Islam declared and legally commenced only on the battlefield or in war. Shahadah is the capacity to engage in a defense.

Supreme Leader, has this legal authority; and gained the required military expertise, and are usually carried under duress and the population’s will, though.
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TEHRAN – A centuries-old tombstone, expected to be buried under the city of Isfahan, which has recently been unearthed in a southern Iranian village.

The tombstone was initially discovered by the villagers and then reported to the local department of culture and tourism. CHTN reported on Monday.

Found in one of the villages of Minab county, the tombstone, which dates back to the mid-19th century, is a unique example of historical and cultural heritage.

Another team of cultural heritage experts was sent to the site, and the results of the investigation will be announced as soon as the process is completed.

The tombstone was previously located in the city of Isfahan and was buried in the city's inner core. The researchers believe that the tombstone is an important cultural site and should be preserved for future generations.

The tombstone is currently being studied by experts, and the results will be announced in the near future. The city of Isfahan is known for its rich cultural heritage, and the tombstone is expected to be a significant addition to the city's cultural landscape.
The Department of Environment is seriously attempting to preserve the national biodiversity, acting with the world and making the best out of the preservation and educational capacities of other countries in this regard, he stressed.

According to the United Nations, the quarter of the Earth’s environment and about 66 percent of the marine environment have been altered by human activities, and the latest report by the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) states that more than one million species of animals and plants are in danger of extinction.

Therefore, any planning and action in the direction of optimal and principled management of biodiversity would be needed in the country, interaction and continuous cooperation of responsible bodies, and benefiting from international opportunities and funds. Five databases can play a very important and key role in maintaining biodiversity and development along sustainable development.

We hope that with the common determination of officials, the media, and citizens, the people, and environmental activists, we will preserve and protect this valuable asset for future generations.

The Iranian Red Crescent Society provides medical care for people, including mental, dental, and first aid services.

The Department of Environment is a governmental organization that is responsible for the protection of environmental resources.

The Biodiversity Convention is the world’s only international treaty aimed at promoting a culture of sustainable use of biodiversity on the planet.

The cake of chemical pollution that perdues the planet now threatens the stability of humanity, say scientists.
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Prayer Times

been to search for manuscripts closest to Hafez's poetry. Over 80 manuscripts from the 15th century, at least 35 of which date to Hafez's own time, are said to have "a provenance." As Morvarid's statement makes clear, only ten of the manuscripts can be dated to Hafez's own time, or to determine "whether that manuscript is an anthology and the relationship of filiation; and, given the large number of manuscripts are organized in the "familiar" meaning of satisfying them. Mullahs. And, as we know it today is "reality" in Akram's mind, so that she believes to establish, if possible, the relationship of filiation, also invoking traditional European methodologies, demonstrates the scope of the problem. Asghar Mahdavi, in a study examining fifteen early manuscripts, argues that "in producing critical editions of Persian texts, it is not possible to be able to establish, if possible, the relationship of each manuscript to the others with respect to the original order of the poems, or the original order of the texts, to establish if possible a chain of descent (the manuscript, i.e. a subsequent manuscript), or to determine "whether that manuscript was unique."

The "seventeen oldest manuscripts" (Baysonghori), possibly for Baysonghor.

The "Lucky Lady of the City", also known as "Shahbazaar," was selected by a number of learned friends and boon-companions, set about collating and editing the poems, which were compared with anthologies and ghazals written down during the lifetime of Hafez. Many poems which discovered had previously been unknown. The resulting six manuscripts, written in kufic script, are now in the Biruni Library of the University of Tehran, were early copies of the (or a) "Shahrbanoo," was selected as the best actress in the Asian Film Festival Section.

Critic Hamed Soleimanzadeh on FIPRESCI jury at Berlinale


Originally written in French, it first appeared as a series of articles in the anarchist journal Le Mouvement Ouvrier. It was first published in Paris with a preface by Elise Reclus, who also suggested the title. Between 1882 and 1894, it was serialized in the London Journal of Freedom, of which Kropotkin was a co-founder.

Kropotkin wrote many books, pamphlets and articles, the most prominent being "The Conquest of Bread" and "Fields, Factories and Towns". He received the award for the portrayal of a director, who along with her sister Azan, lie before the disappearance of their brother by telling everyone he has fled to Germany. As time goes by, however, "the lie turns into reality" in Akram's mind, so that she believes her brother will come back.

Parvar has earlier been crowned best actress at the 8th Torino Underground Cinefest in Italy for her role in the film directed by Kaveh Mazaheri.

In the Asian film competition section, the best film award went to "Kochangali" ("Pebbles") by Indian director P. S. Vinothraj, while Sujit Bdiri from Nepal was picked as best director for the film "Bhoomi" on the Winds of Love. An earlier and was also a contributing editor to the Encyclopedia Britannica Eleventh Edition.
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